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What Is Greenwashing?

E.U. Taxonomy Regulation (financial sector)
Defines greenwashing as "the practice of gaining an unfair competitive 
advantage by marketing a financial product as environmentally friendly, when in 
fact basic environmental standards have not been met"

Is Greenwashing a big deal?



Where Is There Greenwashing?



Contribution

• We use news articles to measure market participants’ attention to 
greenwashing

Engle, Giglio, Kelly, Lee and Stroebel (2020)

• We build two greenwashing indices:

• Overall importance of greenwashing in the news

If investors are concerned about greenwashing, the more they read 
about it in the news, the more it may affect their investment 
behaviour.

• Fraction of attention to climate risk that is in fact attention to 
greenwashing

The larger this fraction, the more greenwashing impairs the 
measurement and hedging of climate risk.

• We study the composition of these indices (sectors, topics)

• Does greenwashing command a risk premium?



Findings

1 Attention to greenwashing has been steadily increasing since mid-2018.

2 It reached nearly 10% of attention to climate risk.

3 This increase was driven by concerns about the financial sector (ESG 
investments, green bonds and ESG ratings).

4 Main items of concern are disclosure and emissions.

5 Greenwashing commands a positive and significant risk premium.



Algorithm

• Daily paper-based Wall Street Journal articles from January 1979 to 
December 2021 (nearly 1m)

• Semi-supervised algorithm that 
iteratively discovers and classifies 
documents

• Hand-labelled 1479 articles for 
validation and testing

• Our method achieves remarkable 
results in terms of out-of-sample 
accuracy.

R Su

Climate

Not climate



Overall Importance of Greenwashing



Greenwashing Relative to Climate Risk

• Before 2018: greenwashing mostly < 5% climate risk discussion

• Since 2018: around 8%.



Firms and industries

Named Entity Recognition +  Entity Linking using Wikidata
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Topics

Keyword Assisted Topic Model (keyATM) introduced by Eshima, Imai, and 
Sasaki (2023)

• Most important topic: disclosure (shown to be a driver of greenwashing, 
Deegan, 2002)

• Second most important: asset management (investment, asset, etf...)
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Does Greenwashing Impact Returns?

• Fama MacBeth regressions

• 6-factor model:

ri,t −  rf ,t =α i  + βclim CIt + βgw GIt + βMkt Mktt + βSMB SMBt + βHMLHMLt
i,t i,t i,t i,t i,t

+ βRMW RMWt + βCMACMAt + βMom Momt + ϵi,t
i,t i,t i,t
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Conclusion

1 Using NLP, we build greenwashing indices and show that greenwashing has become more 
important since 2018.

2 Greenwashing concerns in the financial sector have been driving these indices since 2018.

3 Focus should be on improving disclosure and emissions measurement.

4 Greenwashing commands a positive risk premium.





Deep learning, recommandations des analystes et 
ratings ESG

Serge Darolles Anouck Faverjon Marie Lambert
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Données brutes

- Emissions de carbone
- Satisfaction des employés
- Droits de l’Homme
- Gestion de déchets
- Droits des actionnaires
- Audit

Notations ESG

Analystes ESG

Partie subjective non-expliquée 
par les données brutes
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Rapports de controverses

Rapports des analystes ESG 
justifiant un changement de 
note

Quelques perspectives sur les notations ESG



Données brutes

- Emissions de carbone
- Satisfaction des employés
- Droits de l’Homme
- Gestion de déchets
- Droits des actionnaires
- Audit

Notations ESG

Analystes ESG

Partie subjective non-expliquée 
par les données brutes
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Rapports de controverses

Rapports des analystes ESG 
justifiant un changement de 
note

MSCI: 
-1,593 entreprises
- 268 variables
Refinitiv: 
- 2,297 entreprises
- 370 variables

Vigeo: 
- 456 rapports 

- 116 entreprises
- 2010-2023

Quelques perspectives sur les notations ESG
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Integration de l’analyse financière dans les notations ESG

Notations ESG

Données brutes

- Emissions de carbone
- Satisfaction des employés
- Droits de l’Homme
- Gestion de déchets
- Droits des actionnaires
- Audit

Réplication de la méthodologie 
grâce au machine learning (Lasso, 

réseau de neurones…)
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Prédiction

Partie expliquée par les 
données brutes

Erreur

Partie non expliquée 
par les données brutes 
(subjective).



Integration de l’analyse financière dans les notations ESG

Notations ESG

Données brutes

- Emissions de carbone
- Satisfaction des employés
- Droits de l’Homme
- Gestion de déchets
- Droits des actionnaires
- Audit

Réplication de la méthodologie 
grâce au machine learning (Lasso, 

réseau de neurones…)

Recommandations 
d’analystes financiers
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Erreur

Partie non expliquée 
par les données brutes 
U les reco. d’analystes

Prédiction

Partie expliquée par les 
données brutes U les 
recommandations 
d’analystes



Integration de l’analyse financière dans les notations ESG

MSCI Refinitiv
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Un lien entre analyse financière et analyse ESG

1983 2002 2015 2019

Value-driven institution Values-driven institution

Eiris est créé par des organismes de 
charité pour construire une stratégie 
d’exclusion vis-à-vis des firmes liées à 
l’Appartheid.

Vigeo est créé par Nicole Notat, 
secretaire générale de la CFDT 
comme un moyen de developer 
l’ESG dans l’industrie.

Vigeo-Eiris
fusionne et 
développe les 
notations ESG.

Moody’s rachète Vigeo-
Eiris, continue à produire 
des notations et les utilise 
pour les scores de crédit.
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Impact de l’acquisition par une institution financière

Rapports de controverses

Rapports des analystes ESG 
justifiant un changement de 
note

Rapports d’analystes

Rapports des analystes 
financiers justifiant une 
recommandation

Algorithme d’analyse 
textuelle (LDA)

Topic 2

Topic 1

Prévalence pour 
le rapport 1

Prévalence pour 
le rapport 2

Prévalence pour 
le rapport n

…
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Topic 1: Topic financier Topic 2: Topic ESG

Topics Définis grâce au LDA sur les rapports ESG et financiers

| 2817 octobre 2023 Recommandations d’analystes et notations ESG :  Une relation inversée

Impact de l’acquisition par une institution financière
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Impact de l’acquisition par une institution financière



Points importants

• Les notations ESG intègrent de l’analyse
financière.

• Cela est dû au rapprochement entre les
agences de notations ESG et agences
produisant de l’information financière.

Implications

• Nécessité de réguler les liens entre notation
financière et extra-financière.

• Nécessité de comprendre la logique sous-
jacente aux scores ESG.

Conclusion

| 3017 octobre 2023 Recommandations d’analystes et notations ESG :  Une relation inversée





ESG Machine 
Learning

Luc Dumontier

Head of Investments and Operations

October 16th 2023



No clear consensus on the ability of ESG integration to deliver higher returns

(1) Source: Bloomberg – Calculations by Ossiam in USD. 
(2) C. De Franco, C. Geissler, V. Margot, and B. Monnier (2020) ESG investments: Filtering vs. machine learning approaches. Applied Economics and Finance 8 (2), 1-16. As of January 31, 2023.
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Annualized performances, volatilities and Sharpe ratios for the 

benchmark and three portfolios sorted by ESG ratings (2)

Past performance does not predict future returns.
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Standard ESG ratings and loss of information
34

Granularity is key

ENVIRONMENT SOCIAL GOVERNANCE

The aggregated nature of ESG ratings 

leads to a loss of valuable information 

contained in the ESG indicators

Recycled

material use QMS certifications

Money laundering policy

GHG reduction programme

Supply chain monitoring UN Global Compact 

signatory

Employee training

Non-linear 

relationship



Dataset for Ossiam’s machine learning algorithm
35

ENVIRONMENT SOCIAL GOVERNANCE INCIDENTS

56 indicators 56 indicators 34 indicators 10 indicators

ESG data Classification Market data

PEER GROUP SECTORS

COUNTRIES SIZE

STOCK PRICES

Approx. 150 granular ESG scores
(from ESG data provider Sustainalytics)

Approx. 600 relative ESG scores
(vs country, vs sector, vs peer group…) 



Learning process of the machine learning algorithm
36

… together with the latest quarterly ESG and market data over the past 4 years.

Every quarter, a new set of experts is calibrated using the previous quarter’s set of experts…

Q1 Q2

New set of expertsOld set of experts

… …

Q1 Q2 ……

4 years of quarterly data

4 years of quarterly data

Schematic diagram of the machine learning algorithm



Breakdown and examples of experts
37

Environment

Social

Governance

13 57

61

148

Breakdown of experts per ESG pillar

Hazardous Waste 

Management vs 

Peer Group

is ABOVE AVERAGE

Environment

Verification of ESG 

Reporting vs Sector

is TOP TERCILE 

Governance Opportunity

Remuneration 

Disclosure vs Peer 

Group

IS VERY LOW

Governance

Product Health

IS VERY LOW

Social Risk

Example 1

Example 2More than 400 rules on ~70 indicators
Close to 50% of rules are combining indicators from different pillars

61

78

Examples



Simulations
38

Historical portfolio levels for the benchmark, the positive ESG ML Selection and the negative ML Selection

Source: MSCI/Datastream/Trucost/Sustainalytics/Bloomberg. Calculation by Ossiam in USD. The performance data represents the performance of the model portfolio developed based on the described algorithm and does not reflect the performance of an investment vehicle. Data based on a
backtest. Any data on past performance, modelling or back-testing contained herein does not predict future returns. Backtested performance results do not represent the performance of actual trading using client assets, but are achieved by means of the retroactive application of a model. Backtested
performance suffers from several limitations, namely they are constructed based on hindsight, and material economic and market factors, as well as client will, may have affected investment decisions differently without such hindsight. Additionally, they do not reflect the impact of actual portfolio
trading, which could have affected the price and availability of securities, as well as the transaction fees paid. This model assumes reinvestment of net dividends and does not include any charges. Please note that if the performance of a strategy is calculated in a currency different from the currency of
your area, any losses or gains generated by the strategy may be affected by exchange rate fluctuations (both upward and downward).



This is a marketing communication. Ossiam, a subsidiary of Natixis Investment Managers, is a French asset manager authorized by the Autorité des Marchés Financiers (Agreement No. GP-10000016). Although
information contained herein is from sources believed to be reliable, Ossiam makes no representation or warranty regarding the accuracy of any information of which it is not the source. The information
presented in this document is based on market data at a given moment and may change from time to time. This material has been prepared solely for informational purposes only and it is no intended to be
and should not be considered as an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, or an invitation or a personal recommendation to buy or sell participating shares in any Ossiam Fund, or any security or financial instrument,
or to participate in any investment strategy, directly or indirectly. It is intended for use only by those recipients to whom it is made directly available by Ossiam. Ossiam will not treat recipients of this material as
its clients by virtue of their receiving this material. All performance information set forth herein is based on historical data and, in some cases, hypothetical data, and may reflect certain assumptions with respect
to fees, expenses, taxes, capital charges, allocations and other factors that affect the computation of the returns. Past performance does not predict future returns. Any opinions expressed herein are
statements of our judgment on this date and are subject to change without notice. Ossiam assume no fiduciary responsibility or liability for any consequences, financial or otherwise, arising from, an investment
in any security or financial instrument described herein or in any other security, or from the implementation of any investment strategy. This information contained herein is not intended for distribution to, or
use by, any person or entity in any country or jurisdiction where to do so would be contrary to law or regulation or which would subject Ossiam to any registration requirements in these jurisdictions.
This material may not be distributed, published, or reproduced, in whole or in part.

Copyright ©<2023> Sustainalytics. All rights reserved.
The information, data, analyses and opinions contained herein: (1) includes the proprietary information of Sustainalytics and/or its content providers; (2) may not be copied or redistributed except as specifically
authorized; (3) do not constitute investment advice nor an endorsement of any product or project; (4) are provided solely for informational purposes; and (5) are not warranted to be complete, accurate or
timely. Neither Sustainalytics nor its content providers are responsible for any trading decisions, damages or other losses related to it or its use. The use of the data is subject to conditions available at
https://www.sustainalytics.com/legal-disclaimers.

ESG Investing Methodological Limits : By using ESG criteria in the investment policy, the relevant strategy’s objective would in particular be to better manage sustainability risk. ESG criteria may be generated
using the Investment Manager’s proprietary models, third party models and data or a combination of both. The assessment criteria may change over time or vary depending on the sector or industry in which
the relevant issuer operates. Applying ESG criteria to the investment process may lead the Investment Manager to invest in or exclude securities for non-financial reasons, irrespective of market opportunities
available. ESG data received from third parties may be incomplete, inaccurate, or unavailable from time to time. As a result, there is a risk that the Investment Manager may incorrectly assess a security or
issuer, resulting in the incorrect direct or indirect inclusion or exclusion of a security in the portfolio of a strategy.

Sustainability risk :The strategy is subject to sustainability risks as defined in the Regulation 2019/2088 (article 2(22)) by environmental, social or governance event or condition that, if it occurs, could cause an
actual or a potential material negative impact on the value of the investment. More information on the framework related to the incorporation of Sustainability can be found on the website of the Investment
Manager.

The Reference Index does not intend to be consistent with the environmental or social characteristics promoted by the strategy.

This product promotes environmental or social characteristics but does not have as its objective a sustainable investment. It might invest partially in assets that have a sustainable objective, for instance qualified
as sustainable according to the EU classification.

The proxy voting and engagement policy is available at the following link: Proxy Voting and Engagement Policy.

Please refer to the corporate website of the Investment Manager for more information on the ESG assessment methodology of the strategy.

https://api.ossiam.net/front.file/Proxy%20Voting%20and%20Engagement%20Policy/EN


This material has been provided for information purposes only to investment service providers or other Professional Clients, Qualified or Institutional Investors and, when required by local regulation, only at their
written request. This material must not be used with Retail Investors.

To obtain a summary of investor rights in the official language of your jurisdiction, please consult the legal documentation section of the website (im.natixis.com/intl/intl-fund-documents)

In the E.U.: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International or one of its branch offices listed below. Natixis Investment Managers International is a portfolio management company authorized by the Autorité
des Marchés Financiers (French Financial Markets Authority - AMF) under no. GP 90-009, and a public limited company (société anonyme) registered in the Paris Trade and Companies Register under no. 329 450 738.
Registered office: 43 avenue Pierre Mendès France, 75013 Paris. Germany: Natixis Investment Managers International, Zweigniederlassung Deutschland (Registration number: HRB 129507): Senckenberganlage 21,
60325 Frankfurt am Main. Italy: Natixis Investment Managers International Succursale Italiana, Registered office: Via San Clemente 1, 20122 Milan, Italy. Netherlands: Natixis Investment Managers International,
Nederlands (Registration number 000050438298). Registered office: Stadsplateau 7, 3521AZ Utrecht, the Netherlands. Spain: Natixis Investment Managers International S.A., Sucursal en España, Serrano n°90, 6th
Floor, 28006 Madrid, Spain. Sweden: Natixis Investment Managers International, Nordics Filial (Registration number 516412-8372- Swedish Companies Registration Office). Registered office: Covendrum Stockholm
City AB, Kungsgatan 9, 111 43 Stockholm, Box 2376, 103 18 Stockholm, Sweden. Or,
Provided by Natixis Investment Managers S.A. or one of its branch offices listed below. Natixis Investment Managers S.A. is a Luxembourg management company that is authorized by the Commission de Surveillance
du Secteur Financier and is incorporated under Luxembourg laws and registered under n. B 115843. Registered office of Natixis Investment Managers S.A.: 2, rue Jean Monnet, L-2180 Luxembourg, Grand Duchy of
Luxembourg. Belgium: Natixis Investment Managers S.A., Belgian Branch, Gare Maritime, Rue Picard 7, Bte 100, 1000 Bruxelles, Belgium.
In Switzerland: Provided for information purposes only by Natixis Investment Managers, Switzerland Sàrl, Rue du Vieux Collège 10, 1204 Geneva, Switzerland or its representative office in Zurich, Schweizergasse 6,
8001 Zürich.
In the British Isles: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers UK Limited which is authorised and regulated by the UK Financial Conduct Authority (register no. 190258) - registered office: Natixis Investment Managers
UK Limited, One Carter Lane, London, EC4V 5ER. When permitted, the distribution of this material is intended to be made to persons as described as follows: in the United Kingdom: this material is intended to be
communicated to and/or directed at investment professionals and professional investors only; in Ireland: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at professional investors only; in Guernsey: this
material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at only financial services providers which hold a license from the Guernsey Financial Services Commission; in Jersey: this material is intended to be
communicated to and/or directed at professional investors only; in the Isle of Man: this material is intended to be communicated to and/or directed at only financial services providers which hold a license from the Isle
of Man Financial Services Authority or insurers authorised under section 8 of the Insurance Act 2008.
In the DIFC: Provided in and from the DIFC financial district by Natixis Investment Managers Middle East (DIFC Branch) which is regulated by the DFSA. Related financial products or services are only available to
persons who have sufficient financial experience and understanding to participate in financial markets within the DIFC, and qualify as Professional Clients or Market Counterparties as defined by the DFSA. No other
Person should act upon this material. Registered office: Unit L10-02, Level 10 ,ICD Brookfield Place, DIFC, PO Box 506752, Dubai, United Arab Emirates
In Japan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Japan Co., Ltd. Registration No.: Director-General of the Kanto Local Financial Bureau (kinsho) No.425. Content of Business: The Company conducts investment
management business, investment advisory and agency business and Type II Financial Instruments Business as a Financial Instruments Business Operator.
In Taiwan: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Securities Investment Consulting (Taipei) Co., Ltd., a Securities Investment Consulting Enterprise regulated by the Financial Supervisory Commission of the R.O.C.
Registered address: 34F., No. 68, Sec. 5, Zhongxiao East Road, Xinyi Dist., Taipei City 11065, Taiwan (R.O.C.), license number 2020 FSC SICE No. 025, Tel. +886 2 8789 2788.
In Singapore: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Singapore Limited (NIM Singapore) having office at 5 Shenton Way, #22-05/06, UIC Building, Singapore 068808 (Company Registration No. 199801044D) to
distributors and qualified investors for information purpose only. NIM Singapore is regulated by the Monetary Authority of Singapore under a Capital Markets Services Licence to conduct fund management activities
and is an exempt financial adviser. Mirova Division (Business Name Registration No.: 53431077W) and Ostrum Division (Business Name Registration No.: 53463468X) are part of NIM Singapore and are not separate
legal entities. This advertisement or publication has not been reviewed by the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
In Hong Kong: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Hong Kong Limited to professional investors for information purpose only.



In Australia: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Australia Pty Limited (ABN 60 088 786 289) (AFSL No. 246830) and is intended for the general information of financial advisers and wholesale clients only .
In New Zealand: This document is intended for the general information of New Zealand wholesale investors only and does not constitute financial advice. This is not a regulated offer for the purposes of the Financial
Markets Conduct Act 2013 (FMCA) and is only available to New Zealand investors who have certified that they meet the requirements in the FMCA for wholesale investors. Natixis Investment Managers Australia Pty
Limited is not a registered financial service provider in New Zealand.
In Colombia: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International Oficina de Representación (Colombia) to professional clients for informational purposes only as permitted under Decree 2555 of 2010. Any
products, services or investments referred to herein are rendered exclusively outside of Colombia. This material does not constitute a public offering in Colombia and is addressed to less than 100 specifically identified
investors.
In Latin America: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers International.
In Uruguay: Provided by Natixis Investment Managers Uruguay S.A., a duly registered investment advisor, authorised and supervised by the Central Bank of Uruguay. Office: San Lucar 1491, Montevideo, Uruguay, CP
11500. The sale or offer of any units of a fund qualifies as a private placement pursuant to section 2 of Uruguayan law 18,627.
In Mexico: Provided by Natixis IM Mexico, S. de R.L. de C.V., which is not a regulated financial entity, securities intermediary, or an investment manager in terms of the Mexican Securities Market Law (Ley del Mercado
de Valores) and is not registered with the Comisión Nacional Bancaria y de Valores (CNBV) or any other Mexican authority. Any products, services or investments referred to herein that require authorization or license
are rendered exclusively outside of Mexico. While shares of certain ETFs may be listed in the Sistema Internacional de Cotizaciones (SIC), such listing does not represent a public offering of securities in Mexico, and
therefore the accuracy of this information has not been confirmed by the CNBV. Natixis Investment Managers is an entity organized under the laws of France and is not authorized by or registered with the CNBV or any
other Mexican authority. Any reference contained herein to “Investment Managers” is made to Natixis Investment Managers and/or any of its investment management subsidiaries, which are also not authorized by or
registered with the CNBV or any other Mexican authority.
In Brazil: Provided to a specific identified investment professional for information purposes only by Natixis Investment Managers International. This communication cannot be distributed other than to the identified
addressee. Further, this communication should not be construed as a public offer of any securities or any related financial instruments. Natixis Investment Managers International is a portfolio management company
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The provision of this material and/or reference to specific securities, sectors, or markets within this material does not constitute investment advice, or a recommendation or an offer to buy or to sell any security, or an
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Should Asset Managers estimate ESG data?

▪ Lack of reported and audited data 

▪ The need for estimated data

▪ Who should estimate ESG data?

▪ Data vendors

▪ Asset managers

▪ Lack of incentive for asset managers?

▪ Asset managers can produce better proprietary data estimates than data vendors but

▪ Their clients use data estimates from data vendors for peer comparing and reporting

Discrepancy of estimates can lead to asset managers investing 

in companies that rank poorly in vendors databases
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Can AI estimate non-reported ESG data?

AI can help capturing the systematic component of missing ESG data

• Example: predicting non-reported company carbon emissions

• Extremely Randomized Trees

• Regional Carbon intensity of energy mix

Country carbon emission per GDP

…

• Sectors Sector definition and levels

• Energy Consumption

Production

• Company Revenues

Number of employees

Capex

…

The Journal of Impact and ESG Investing, Winter 2022, 3 (2) 36-54

DOI: https://doi.org/10.3905/jesg.2022.1.059

Sustainability, 2023, 15(4), 3391

DOI: https://doi.org/10.3390/su15043391

https://doi.org/10.3905/jesg.2022.1.059
https://doi.org/10.3390/su15043391
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Can AI mis-lead when estimating ESG data?

▪ Example of estimating ESG controversies from news using NLP

• Due diligence uncovered problems in the data of some vendors

• News volume decays exponentially with market cap

• More than one news article a day for mega caps

• Hardly any news for small caps

• Mis-classification of news in topics

• News about same issue not always classified in same topic

• Problem of speculative news

• Sometimes there is smoke without fire

• Problem of fake news

• No easy fact check

• Even reliable news providers can fail

No human in the loop can be an issue
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Disclaimer

BNP PARIBAS ASSET MANAGEMENT UK Limited, “the investment company”, is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England No: 02474627, registered office: 5 Aldermanbury Square, 

London, England, EC2V 7BP, United Kingdom.

This material is produced for information purposes only and does not constitute:

1. an offer to buy nor a solicitation to sell, nor shall it form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with any contract or commitment whatsoever or 

2. investment advice. 

This material makes reference to certain financial instruments authorised and regulated in their jurisdiction(s) of incorporation. 
No action has been taken which would permit the public offering of the financial instrument(s) in any other jurisdiction, except as indicated in the most recent prospectus and the Key Investor Information Document (KIID) of 
the relevant financial instrument(s) where such action would be required, in particular, in the United States, to US persons (as such term is defined in Regulation S of the United States Securities Act of 1933). Prior to any 
subscription in a country in which such financial instrument(s) is/are registered, investors should verify any legal constraints or restrictions there may be in connection with the subscription, purchase, possession or sale of the 
financial instrument(s)
Investors considering subscribing to the financial instrument(s) should read carefully the most recent prospectus or offering documents and/or Key Investor Information Document (KIID) and consult the financial instrument(s’) 
most recent financial reports. These documents are available on the website.
Opinions included in this material constitute the judgement of the investment company at the time specified and may be subject to change without notice. The investment company is not obliged to update or alter the 
information or opinions contained within this material. Investors should consult their own legal and tax advisors in respect of legal, accounting, domicile and tax advice prior to investing in the financial instrument(s) in order to 
make an independent determination of the suitability and consequences of an investment therein, if permitted. Please note that different types of investments, if contained within this material, involve varying degrees of risk 
and there can be no assurance that any specific investment may either be suitable, appropriate or profitable for an investor’s investment portfolio.
Given the economic and market risks, there can be no assurance that the financial instrument(s) will achieve its/their investment objectives. Returns may be affected by, amongst other things, investment strategies or 
objectives of the financial instrument(s) and material market and economic conditions, including interest rates, market terms and general market conditions. The different strategies applied to financial instruments may have a 
significant effect on the results presented in this material. Past performance is not a guide to future performance and the value of the investments in financial instrument(s) may go down as well as up. Investors may not get 
back the amount they originally invested.
Gross of fees performance included in this material do not reflect the deduction of commission, fees and other expenses incurred. Returns will be reduced after the deduction of such fees. 
This document is directed only at person(s) who have professional experience in matters relating to investments (“relevant persons”). Any investment or investment activity to which this document relates is available only to 
and will be engaged in only with Professional Clients as defined in the rules of the Financial Conduct Authority. Any person who is not a relevant person should not act or rely on this document or any of its contents. 
All information referred to in the present document is available on www.bnpparibas-am.com

As at 04 2022

http://www.bnpparibas-am.com/
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+1000 experts académiques

+60 programmes de recherche

GROUPE LOUIS BACHELIER

UNE CELLULE DE R&D AYANT TRAVAILLÉ SUR PLUSIEURS CAS D’USAGE CONCRETS AFIN D’EXPLOITER 
L’INTELLIGENCE ARTIFICIELLE AU SERVICE D’UNE FINANCE DURABLE

~12 Analystes en Finance Durable~12 Data Scientists +70 PROJETS

2 EXPERTISES 1 EQUIPE

9 ANNÉES
D’EXPÉRIENCE

CAS DES PROJETS IA & FINANCE DURABLE

Pour mettre des données ESG à disposition :

Pour des solutions opérationnelles : 
Financeurs privés (SG, BNPP, CAA…) ou publics (DG 

Trésor, CDC…)

P
R

O
JE

TS
 

D
E 

R
&

D

MANQUE DE DONNÉES (ET ENCORE PLUS DE 
DONNÉES FIABLES) AU NIVEAU ENTREPRISE

IA POUR RÉCOLTER / ESTIMER LES DONNÉES UTILES 
AUX CAS D’USAGES

MÉTHODE DE TRAVAIL DES ILB LABS

QUELLES DONNÉES ET QUELS CAS D’USAGE POUR LES ASSET MANAGERS ?
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APPROCHE 

RISQUES ET BIAIS

Si thématique trop peu abordée : 
complexité à avoir un modèle robuste

RÉCUPÉRATIONS D’INFORMATIONS GRANULAIRES IDENTIFIANT LES ENTREPRISES NON COMPATIBLES AVEC LES 
POLITIQUES D’EXCLUSION ADOPTÉES PAR L’INVESTISSEUR

- Utilisation des résultats (ex : score agrégé) dans le reporting des PAI dans le cadre de SFDR (article 9)
- Duplicable pour évaluer le positionnement des entreprises sur toute thématique ESG (ex : implication pour le droit des salariés), 
anticiper les controverses ou rechercher l’exposition à certains risques (réputation, transition, climatique)…

Annotation

Sélection de 
phrases des RA
& Génération 
avec ChatGPT

Apprentissage

Modèle NLP pré-
entraîné & Fine-
tuning en Few 
Shot Learning*

Explicabilité

Identification des 
mots les plus 

importants pour 
la classification

Analyse

Mise en avant 
des phrases à 

analyser par un.e 
expert.e

Vérifier que les investissements sont en 
conformité avec les stratégies choisies

DONNÉES UTILISABLES

POLITIQUES 
D’EXCLUSION 

Réduction du champ 
d’investissement

Ex : est-ce que l’entreprise souhaite se 
développer ou investir dans le 
charbon  ? Le tabac ? Le gaz de 
schiste …

ASSET MANAGER 

Corpus de 
textes variés

Phrases à 
analyser

Entr. :

*Few Shot Learning : méthode 
d’apprentissage nécessitant peu de données 
labélisées pour généraliser 
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APPROCHE 

RISQUES ET BIAIS

Représentativité erronée si emphase 
importante sur des secteurs marginaux

DONNÉES UTILISABLES

QUELLE EST L’EXPOSITION SECTORIELLE RÉELLE DE L’ACTIVITÉ D’UNE ENTREPRISE ?

- Affinement de l’alignement des portefeuilles en utilisant des scénarios multi-sectoriels pour une entreprise selon son activité 
réelle : décarboner en ayant une économie robuste
-> aujourd’hui : en attendant l’obligation de la CSRD pour l’Europe, demain : pour utilisation sur le reste du monde, CSRD permettra la création d’un score en supervisé

Rapport 
d’activité

Exposition 
aux NACE

Entr. :Description 
code NACE

Phrase provenant 
des rapports 

financiers

Embedding* 
Calcul de 
similarité

Identification des 
phrases les plus 

représentatives de 
chaque NACE 

Connaitre l’exposition de ses 
investissements aux secteurs d’activités 

Demande croissante 
des investisseurs

PORTEFEUILLE 
NET ZERO

Modèle NLP
 non supervisé 

ASSET MANAGER 

*Embedding : représentation numérique 
d’une phrase

Ex : est-ce que, pour General Electrics, 
nous pourrions avoir mieux que 
« Conglomérat Industriel » sachant ses 
multiples activités dans la finance, le 
médical, l’aviation… ?
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CONCLUSION : COMMENT EXPLOITER L’INTELLIGENCE ARTIFICIELLE ?

DemainAujourd’hui

Extraction et structuration de données 

Complétion de valeurs manquantes

Exploitation des données (de la 
préparation à la modélisation)

Automatisation de tâches

Valeur de l’IA :
création de données

Valeur de l’IA :
exploitation des données

Mise en place de la 
réglementation (CSRD)

Devoir de reporting

Données ESG plus complètes 
et normalisées, ce seront les 

nouvelles données financières
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The Financing Issue of Net Zero

Figure: Net zero capital investments

Source: Energy Transitions Commission (2023a, page 6) &

Authors’ calculations.

“The transition to net-zero 
greenhouse  emissions  by 
2050 will require an extra
$3.5  trillion  a  year  in 
capital spending on physical 
assets for energy and land- 
use  systems”  (McKinsey, 
2022)

Some examples

27 000 TWh ⇒ 130 000 TWh in
2050

70 million km ⇒ 200 million km 

in 2050

Green hydrogen: 500 − 800 

Mt/year vs 1 Mt/year today
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Transforming the Global Value Chain into a Net Zero Economy

Figure: 2017

Source: McKinsey (2023, Exhibit 6B, page 12).

Figure: 2050

Source: McKinsey (2023, Exhibit 6B, page 12).
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How to Screen Net Zero Technology?

Table: Net zero mineral requirements (IEA, 2022)

Cu  Co  Ni  Li  REEs  Cr  Zi  PGMs  Al

Solar PV 

Wind 

Hydro 

CSP

Bioenergy 

Geothermal 

Nuclear 

Elect Net 

EVs/BS

Hydrogen 

= high,  =  moderate,  =  low

Results

Table: Question-Answering Large Language Model

Cu  Co  Ni  Li  REEs  Cr  Zi  PGMs  Al

Solar PV 

Wind 

Hydro 

CSP

Bioenergy 

Geothermal 

Nuclear 

Elect Net 

EVs/BS

Hydrogen 

AlBERT replicates 88% of the IEA expert 
knowhow

RoBERTa is the better compromise

Extension to Heavy Rare Earth Elements 
(Dym, Er, Eu, Gdm, Ho, Lu, Tbm, Tm, 
Yb, Y )  & Light Rare Earth Elements 
(Cem, La, Ndm, Prm, Smm)
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Disclaimer

This material is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute a recommendation, a solicitation, an offer, an advice or an invitation to purchase or sell any 
fund, SICAV, sub-fund, (“the Funds”) described herein and should in no case be interpreted as such.

This material, which is not a contract, is based on sources that Amundi considers to be reliable. Data, opinions and estimates may be changed without notice.

Amundi accepts no liability whatsoever, whether direct or indirect, that may arise from the use of information contained in this material. Amundi can in no way be held 
responsible for any decision or investment made on the basis of information contained in this material.

The information contained in this document is disclosed to you on a confidential basis and shall not be copied, reproduced, modified, translated or distributed without the prior 
written approval of Amundi, to any third person or entity in any country or jurisdiction which would subject Amundi or any of “the Funds”, to any registration requirements within 
these jurisdictions or where it might be considered as unlawful. Accordingly, this material is for distribution solely in jurisdictions where permitted and to persons who may 
receive it without breaching applicable legal or regulatory requirements.

Not all funds, or sub-funds will be necessarily be registered or authorized in all jurisdictions or be available to all investors.

Investment involves risk. Past performances and simulations based on these, do not guarantee future results, nor are they reliable indicators of futures performances.

The value of an investment in the Funds, in any security or financial product may fluctuate according to market conditions and cause the value of an investment to go up or 
down. As a result, you may lose, as the case may be, the amount originally invested.

All investors should seek the advice of their legal and/or tax counsel or their financial advisor prior to any investment decision in order to determine its suitability.

It is your responsibility to read the legal documents in force in particular the current French prospectus for each fund, as approved by the AMF, and each investment should be 
made on the basis of such prospectus, a copy of which can be obtained upon request free of charge at the registered office of the management company.

This material is solely for the attention of institutional, professional, qualified or sophisticated investors and distributors. It is not to be distributed to the general public, private 
customers or retail investors in any jurisdiction whatsoever nor to “US Persons”.

Moreover, any such investor should be, in the European Union, a “Professional” investor as defined in Directive 2004/39/EC dated 21 May 2004 on markets in financial 
instruments (“MIFID”) or as the case may be in each local regulations and, as far as the offering in Switzerland is concerned, a “Qualified Investor” within the meaning of the 
provisions of the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Ordinance of 23 June 2006 (CISA), the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Ordinance of 22 November 2006 
(CISO) and the FINMA’s Circular 08/8 on Public Offering within the meaning of the legislation on Collective Investment Schemes of 20 November 2008. In no event may this 
material be distributed in the European Union to non “Professional” investors as defined in the MIFID or in each local regulation, or in Switzerland to investors who do not 
comply with the definition of “qualified investors” as defined in the applicable legislation and regulation.

Amundi, French joint stock company (“Société Anonyme”) with a registered capital of € 1 086 262 605 and approved by the French Securities Regulator (Autorité des Marchés 
Financiers-AMF) under number GP 04000036 as a portfolio management company,

90 boulevard Pasteur, 75015 Paris-France

437 574 452 RCS Paris.

www.amundi.com
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